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About This Game

"You're a demon child.
Someday, you'll be burning in hell for your sins."

This is the fourth and final title in the Strange Man series, developed by Uri Games.
In The Hanged Man, you play as William Morton, a young boy wandering around a town in the snow. As he wanders to and fro,

he takes cover in an abandoned building with his best buddy, a mouse named Pop.

Although he hopes to leave the building soon, Pop disappears into the building, leaving William alone. William must now gather
his courage and head further into the building, seeking out his only friend.

What secrets lie hidden within?

The Steam version features special additions such as achievements and multi-language localization.

Features
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2D horror-adventure featuring exploration and action elements

Wide range of hardcore expressions of violence

Multiple endings

Discover the full The Strange Man series in our special bundle!

The Strange Man Bundle
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Title: The Hanged Man
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Developer:
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Publisher:
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WOLF RPG Editor, The Strange Man, PLAYISM
Release Date: 27 Feb, 2018
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The game felt like it took a lifetime to beat, but maybe that's because I kept putting it down and restarting due to forgetting
where I was?

Regardless, I enjoyed the game but it wasn't exactly my favourite. Don't get me wrong, I really enjoyed it and the story within.
Yes, there is indeed a story underneath it.

Yes, the story of the 5 murdered people inside the building is indeed tied to Ed. He mentions it. But just in case you missed it,
he was there when the murders went down. If I remember correctly, he looked up to the guy. He believed what the guy had said,
which was (If i remember correctly) that if you murdered someone who was negative(?) whatever you did in the past would be
cleansed. Ed had done something wrong. He had murdered someone during a 'black out'. If you go through the game, and pay
attention to what is said and put things together, you'll get the story. If you play through expecting notes -yes there are notes in
this- like in the Crooked Man, then you'll miss some story.

Either way, Keith has taken such a beating, he's a friggin tank.. The Hanged Man is the fourth and final game in the Strange Man
series, and boy is it a way to end it off.
In this game, you play as a teenage boy named "Will" with his friend "Pop" as you try to find David Hoover, only to run away
again and find Sophie Grundler and Keith Barring. You then end up in an abondoned shelter/mental asylum, filled with ghost
and shadows. Worst part is that you were seperated from Pop early on.
Overall rating: 9.7/10. Easily the best game in the series.. Tldr: I absolutely loved this game, buy it!

Third RPG Maker horror game I've played yet and I am really getting addicted. This one especially, the graphics are very comfy
and fit well together. I didn't even expect it to have voice acting when I bought it, so I was very surprised and happy to hear the
characters actually talk. Really an amazing job on that. The atmosphere and the sounds are fantastic too. (Except the closing
door sound should be toned down a bit, too loud imo).

But the cherry on top for me was the story, while I was sceptic at the beginning if I'll like it and it took a moment to get me
hooked, it sure did when the story began to unfold with each new piece of information to understand what happened and still is
going to happen in this building.

Even a friend who was playing on his PS4 next to me paused and watched curiously what will happened next.

I highly recommend this game and I honestly think the story would make a good movie or book. While this is supposed to be the
last game of this series, I sincerely hope of similar quality games like this coming out.. Just like the other games in the series, the
Hanged Man delivers an amazing experience and an extremely satisfying and terrifying conclusion the Strange Man series. I fell
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in love with all of these characters and it's really hard saying goodbye to all of them in this final installment.. Tldr: I absolutely
loved this game, buy it!

Third RPG Maker horror game I've played yet and I am really getting addicted. This one especially, the graphics are very comfy
and fit well together. I didn't even expect it to have voice acting when I bought it, so I was very surprised and happy to hear the
characters actually talk. Really an amazing job on that. The atmosphere and the sounds are fantastic too. (Except the closing
door sound should be toned down a bit, too loud imo).

But the cherry on top for me was the story, while I was sceptic at the beginning if I'll like it and it took a moment to get me
hooked, it sure did when the story began to unfold with each new piece of information to understand what happened and still is
going to happen in this building.

Even a friend who was playing on his PS4 next to me paused and watched curiously what will happened next.

I highly recommend this game and I honestly think the story would make a good movie or book. While this is supposed to be the
last game of this series, I sincerely hope of similar quality games like this coming out.. stomp on fishing pole
-make david make me soup
-make david sleep on the couch
-jump out the window
10/10
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By far the best entry in the "Strange Man" Series. Balanced, creative and fun puzzles, excellent story, bringing all the characters
from the previous games together, overall just an absolute blast to go through!

Voice acting was also a bit better this time around, especially in terms of recording quality, which makes the less great voice
acting not as grating or annoying. Just wish there were more effects applied to the voices when necessary, i.e. having a dialogue
in an empty hallway inside an abandoned building doesn't produce crystal clear voices, where's the reverb? It would also help the
atmosphere a lot. That's a missed opportunity.

But overall, if you enjoyed any of the previous entries, what are you waiting for? Play it now!. 7/10 IF you use a walkthrough.
4/10 otherwise. Probably the weakest of the four games in the series. Still, I would recommend it.
Personally, I bought the game to support the dev and then downloaded a freeware version with minimal voice acting, because I
dislike the VA in this game (though the VA is still head and shoulders above the previous game).

Pros:
-Great graphics
-Unique and well-written characters
-A few interesting puzzles
-A well-told plot about a character who is going through some very relatable personal struggles.

Cons:
-A *LOT* of back-tracking.
-A *LOT* of empty rooms, often forcing you to systematically check every individual room in hopes of finding something.
-Many of the puzzles are very flaggy. There was more than one moment where I figured out the solution to a puzzle, but the
game wouldn't actually let me solve it because I needed to interact with the environment more.
-Requires you to replay the whole game with no changes in order to unlock the second good ending and character bios.

I recommend playing it if you liked the other games, but *USE THE VGPERSON WALKTHROUGHS*. They explain how to
the puzzles without spoiling any of the plot.. Replaying The Strange Man series of games on Steam has been a lot of fun, and
ending it off with this, the only one of the four that I hadn't played until now, was a pleasant surprise.

I'd read multiple reviews before playing this, with most that I saw being astonishingly negative towards the game. In truth, it's
actually pretty decent, especially when you play through it the second time for the "true good ending." That being said, it isn't
perfect, by any means.

I was disappointed by how easy this game was. As a huge fan of the third game, The Boogie Man, I expected more of a
challenge than  just two chase minigames at the end of the good endings.  Even then, it wasn't that hard to get through those, as
there were plenty of hints beforehand that told you how to make it through.

I honestly got bored with this game, as it was just "go find these items, do this, and continue to the next building." I expected
more, especially seeing as this is the last of the series, in the chronological sense.

It distinguishing features from the last three games were nice, but they could've been done better. Rather than have a character
that occurred constantly called "The Hanged Man," it was simply a vision, as one could call it. I suppose you could say that it
was mentioned everytime the  tarot card of the same name came up , but even then, it wasn't the same as having a man with a
crooked neck chase you, or to worry about catching up to a serial killer.

As a final note on the bad parts of this game, the truly good ending, which is obtained by taking the same course of actions for
Good End One in the first play, was both a great ending, and a disappointing one. If you take The Hanged Man alone, it was a
fantastic ending for the game. From the final, satisfying farewell to the small side scenes you don't get to see in the first version.
Flip it around, though, and it was pretty stale for the overall series. David, Sophie, and Keith's ends all felt very empty. There's a
few details and hints that some of them will meet up again, but for the main characters of the past three games, it feels as though
they were overlooked in some aspects.

Onto the positive parts, I'll start with a declaration to challenge some of the mentioned bad parts. This game is good, which is
why this is a positive review. I'm not going to let my nickpicking drag this game down, because it was actually a lot better than I
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expected it to be, given the remarks I'd previously seen about this game.

Going in blind was a good experience, as well. While I was replaying the others, I was concerned about whether or not this one
would live up to the design of the past three, and it did, in its own unique way.

The protagonist became more interesting as time went on, with new memories and secrets being unveiled as the game went on.
The bad endings and the good ending were especially interesting, as each had their own twist to the events that had unfolded,
with different concepts being used in each. Two factors effected them, and they were rather easy to catch on to, but nonetheless,
it pulls one to the end of their seat, either through adrenaline or simple, saddened despair.

To conclude this review, I'd like to thank Uri and vgperson for their work on this series. I've loved it ever since The Crooked
Man came out, and  I can't wait to see those two new games that were mentioned at the end of this one! 

And to those who may be reading this and have only played The Crooked Man [as many have], I highly recommend that you
play the other games. If you love a good story as much as I do, then you'll have one heck of a great time.

Stay groovy, and don't forgot to blame it all on the Boogie~.. 7/10 IF you use a walkthrough. 4/10 otherwise. Probably the
weakest of the four games in the series. Still, I would recommend it.
Personally, I bought the game to support the dev and then downloaded a freeware version with minimal voice acting, because I
dislike the VA in this game (though the VA is still head and shoulders above the previous game).

Pros:
-Great graphics
-Unique and well-written characters
-A few interesting puzzles
-A well-told plot about a character who is going through some very relatable personal struggles.

Cons:
-A *LOT* of back-tracking.
-A *LOT* of empty rooms, often forcing you to systematically check every individual room in hopes of finding something.
-Many of the puzzles are very flaggy. There was more than one moment where I figured out the solution to a puzzle, but the
game wouldn't actually let me solve it because I needed to interact with the environment more.
-Requires you to replay the whole game with no changes in order to unlock the second good ending and character bios.

I recommend playing it if you liked the other games, but *USE THE VGPERSON WALKTHROUGHS*. They explain how to
the puzzles without spoiling any of the plot.. This is one of those games where if you hold in a fart instead of queefing all over
your date you get the bad ending. By the end game I got a horrible ending and when I looked up what choices I made to get it I
didnt even know the choices I made were even up to me.  There are only two and neither are clear to have future consequences. 
Crooked man is the best game but this is a close second I guess. That said the characters are fairly interesting and this is the only
one I think is worth buying other than the crooked man in this series.

Up to 80% off in the Golden Week Sales!:
In celebration for the new Era "Reiwa" in Japan, we are taking part in the Golden Week Sale on Steam!
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We have up to 80% off the Playism Catalog, so dive in now while sales last!

Check out the full list on our Publisher Page.

Check out all the exciting games on sale now!

---

Playism. The Boogie Man releasing February 13th:
The thrid title in The Strange Man Series, The Boogie Man is releasing February 13th!

Keith uses a mandatory stay from work to tour a castle with his wife, Helena. Sit back, and enjoy tonight's entertainment:
A horrific display of murder.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/749840/The_Boogie_Man/. Tokyo Game Show Sales and Announcements!:
Tokyo Game Show has started!
Playism is not only exhibiting some awesome games, but we are also joining up with Steam to hold some Tokyo Game Show
Sales for everyone worldwide to join in!
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Find
the full list of Playism titles on Sale here!

As well as a huge selection of games on Sale, Playism is also proud to present our upcoming games and projects!

CINERIS SOMNIA. Playism Publisher Sale - Up to 80% off!:
We are finishing off our 8th anniversary month with a huge sale on Steam!

We want to thank everyone who has been a part of Playism in the past 8 years, we couldn’t have done any of this without all you
amazing people!

We have nearly our whole catalog on sale for up to 80% off!

For extra deals, don't forget to check out our bundles!
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Playism Strategy Bundle
Contains: Unholy Heights, Rime Berta, Magic Potion Explorer, A Healer Only Lives Twice

Playism JRPG Bundle
Contains: One Way Heroics, Artifact Adventure, LiEat, Helen's Mysterious Castle

Playism 2D Action Bundle
Contains: La-Mulana, Kero Blaster, Momodora: Reverie Under the Moonlight

PLAYISM Metroidvania bundle
Contains: La-Mulana, Momodora: Reverie Under the Moonlight, La-Mulana 2, Touhou Luna Nights

Check out the full list of games on our Steam Page, or on our blog![blog.playism-games.com]

---

Playism. The Boogie Man Out Now!:
The Boogie Man, the third title in The Strange Man series, has been released!

https://youtu.be/noR1X8LrEeM

Story. The Sand Man Out Now!:
The Sand Man, the second title in The Strange Man series, has been released!

https://youtu.be/ZG0Rv3-OA6U

Story. Weekly Sales have begun!:
Hi All
This week we have set a huge selection of Playism games on Sale!

Check out the full list of all the Playism titles that are currently on sale!
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See sales on the Playism Publisher Page.
See sales on the Playism Blog.[blog.playism-games.com]
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